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Abstract

The problem to track time�varying properties of a signal is studied	 The some�

what contradictory notion of 
time�varying spectrum� and how to estimate the


current� spectrum in an on�line fashion is discussed	 The traditional concepts

and relations between time� and frequency resolution are crucial for this prob�

lem	 As adaptive estimation algorithm is used to estimate the parameters of a

time�varying autoregressive model of the signal	 It is shown how this algorithm

can be equipped with a feature such that the time�frequency resolution trade�o�

favors quick detection of changes at higher frequencies and has slower adapta�

tion at lower frequencies	 This should be an attractive feature and compared� for

example� to what wavelet transform techniques achieve for the same problem	
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� Introduction

It is a basic problem in many applications to study and track the time�varying properties
of various signals� This is at the heart of adaptation and detection mechanisms� and
there is a rich literature on this subject� e�g� ���� and �����

In many contexts it is very attractive to describe the signal characteristics in the fre�
quency domain� i�e� its spectral properties� The spectrum is itself an averaged� time�
invariant concept and generalization to a 	time�varying
 spectrum is somewhat tricky�
One aspect of this problem lies in the well known frequency�time uncertainty relation�
i�e� that the frequency resolution depends on the time span�

We will argue that it is natural to demand a quicker response time� i�e� better time
resolution from the adaptive algorithm� at the high frequency than at the low frequency
end� In other words we seek a frequency dependent time resolution of our algorithm�
This� as such� is nothing new� A typical use of wavelet transform is exactly to have
di�erent trade�o�s between time� and frequency resolution in di�erent frequency bands�

From this perspective we shall examine current parametric adaptation algorithms and
see if they can o�er this desired feature� It will turn out that the most used adaptation
algorithms � Least Mean Squares LMS� and Recursive Least Squares RLS� � do not
give this kind of trade�o�� The time�window for RLS is frequency independent� while
for LMS it depends on the level of the spectrum not the frequency��

The major point of this contribution is� however� that a frequency�time trade�o� of
the desired type can be achieved also in parametric modeling� The key is to use a
Kalman��lter based algorithm with a carefully tailored state noise covariance matrix�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we discuss the notion of of a 	time�
varying
 spectrum and how it can be formalized� Section � deals with non�parametric
methods for adaptive spectrum estimation� such as short�time Fourier transform and
Wavelet transform� In Section � parametric spectrum modeling� in particular adaptive
one� is discussed with an emphasis to look into what the time�resolution depends on�
Section � describes the suggested parametric algorithm with the desired feature of time�
resolution that is improved with increasing frequency� The properties of this algorithm
are illustrated on real and simulated data in Section ��
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� Time varying spectra

The basis of signal processing is to �nd good description of a signal�s properties� Con�
sider a signal yt�� which we for this discussion take to be observed in discrete time�

yt� t � �� �� ��� ��

One of the most successful ways to describe the properties of yt� is to study its spectrum

�y�� �
�X

k���

Ryk�e
�ik� ��

where

Ryk� � lim
N��

�

N

NX
t��

yt�yt� k� ��

assuming that the limits exist for all k� There is of course a huge literature on how to
estimate and utilize spectra�

Now� the spectrum is inherently a time�invariant property� or a time�averaged property�
If the signal has time�varying properties � whatever that means � they won�t show up
in ��� other than in a time�averaged fashion�

Nevertheless we may want to capture 
time�varying properties
 in spectral terms� at
least intuitively� There are many attempts to describe such time varying spectra�


�y�� t�
 ��

from simple spectrograms using spectral estimates computed from �nite and moving
blocks of observed data� to sophisticated transforms of various kinds� Lately there has
been a substantial interest in the wavelet transforms also as a means to capture some
variant of ��� We shall review some of these approaches in the next section�

We can think of �y�� t� as a 
snapshot
 of the signal�s frequency contents at time
moment t� It is clear� though� that due to the uncertainty relationship between time
and frequency there will be problems to interpret what a 
momentary frequency
 might
be�

Let us here introduce a formal de�nition of �y�� t� that in itself is non�contradictory�
We shall assume that the signal y is generated from a stationary signal source e as an
AR�process�

Atq�yt� � et� ��

or� in longhand�

yt� � �a�t�yt� ��� � � � � ant�yt� n� � et� ��
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where
Atq� � � � a�t�q

�� � � � �� ant�q
�n ��

Here et� is white noise with variance r� and q�� is the backward shift operator�

For the signal yt�� generated by �� we de�ne the momentary spectrum as

�y�� t� �
r�

j Atei�� j� ��

This is an exact de�nition of a momentary spectrum� but the question is whether ��
captures what we intuitively have in mind with the concept 
spectrum
� We can make
two rather obvious observations around this�

� 
A quick change
 in the spectrum at low frequencies is rather to be interpreted
as a high frequency component in the signal�

� To be perceived as a variation of the spectrum at a certain frequency the rate of
change must be signi�cantly slower a factor �� or so� than the frequency itself�

All this is of course well in agreement with well�known practical ways of handling 
time�
varying spectra
� In amplitude� or frequency�modulation� the modulating signal must
change much slower than the carrier� That will also allow the signal to pass with the
carrier through the band pass �lters designed for the carrier�

Still another aspect of this is the following one� The rate of decay of the impulse response
of a band pass �lter depends essentially only on the absolute width of the pass band
a smaller band gives a slower �lter�� A pass band of a given relative width will thus
correspond to a 
faster �lter
 at higher frequences than at lower ones� again reenforcing
the notion that we can allow quicker responses to changes at higher frequencies�

The bottom line of this discussion is thus� While ����� makes perfect sense as a formal
de�nition� it is only meaningful as a de�nition of 
time�varying spectra
 if the time
variation of Atq� is such that �y�� t� changes signi�cantly slower than the frequency
� in question�

We could formalize this notion in the following way� Fix � to a certain frequency and
think of �y�� t� as a stochastic process over time� The increment

��y�� t� � �y�� t� ��� �y�� t� ��

is thus a random variable� Let its standard deviation be ���

q
E���

y�� t� � ��� ���
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This should vary with frequency according to

��� �
�

���
���

where � would be the number of frequency cycles it will take� on the average� for the
spectrum to change �����

The immediate question thus becomes� can we give rules for the time�variation in the
AR�coe�cients ait�� so that ������ is secured� We shall answer that question in
Sections � and ��

Before that� let us note that the discussion also implies that it will possible to de�
tect changes in the spectrum at high frequencies much quicker than changes at low
frequences� There is thus a direct relationship between a reasonable de�nition of time�
varying spectrum and the possibilities to estimate such a thing from data� Basically
we can have a shorter time�window to track high frequency spectral properties� while
we need a longer one to track the low frequency behavior� This feature of a frequency�
dependent time window is also central when the wavelet transform is used to estimate
a time�varying spectrum�

� Non�parametric spectrum modeling

In the time�invariant o��line case� there are basically two di�erent non�parametric ways
to estimate the spectrum� see for example ��� ��� ��� The �rst one is based on an
estimate of the covariance function Rk��

 Rk� �
�

N

N�kX
t��

yt�yt� k�wk�

and the spectrum de�nition �y�� � FfRk�g� Here wk� is a window function used
to decrease the variance of the estimate� The second approach is to use the squared
magnitude of the Fourier transform of the signal� refered to as the periodogram�

 �y�� � jFy�j� �
This estimate is then often smoothed by an appropriate window� These two methods
are in principle the same� and we can concentrate on either of them� We will follow the
latter approach when generalizing to the time�varying spectrum estimation problem�

The simplest way to achieve a time�frequency representation of a signal yt� is to use
the Short�Time Fourier Transform STFT�

STFT � Y STFT t� w� �
Z
�
y��wNt� ��e�j��d� ���
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That is� we take the Fourier transform of the time�windowed signal� where the time
window has compact support� wNt� � � for t 	 �N and t 
 N � Thus� we here use
�N � � data points to form the estimate�

A related but conceptually di�erent method that recently has met considerable interest
is the Wavelet Transform WT� de�ned as�

WT � Y WT t� a� �
�p
a

Z
�
y��wN

�
t� �

a

�
d�� ���

Surveys of the wavelet theory are provided by ��� and ����� The basic wavelet wNt�
is a bandpass function of e�ective time width �N� � �� where N� is the time width
of the basic wavelet� The wavelet transform was originally introduced as a time�scale
representation� since the transform is obtained as the inner product of scaled versions
of the basic wavelet� For this reason� the number of data used to form the estimate
is scale dependent� Na� � N�a� However� if we assume that the Fourier transform of
wNt� is essentially concentrated to its center frequency� say ��� then we can put ���
into a time�frequency representation�

Y WT t� �� �
Z
�
y��

s
�

��
wN

�
�

��
� � t�

�
d�� ���

That is� the window size is frequency dependent

N�� �
��N�

�

so that we have a narrower time window at higher frequencies�

Since our aim is to compare di�erent representations in the time�frequency domain� we
next try to formalize the use of wavelets in this context� A more formal way to change
scale into frequency is to use the wavelet representation� For very special choices of
basic wavelet� see Daubechies ����a�� only a countable number of scales and dilations
needs to be evaluated� The most commonly used family of wavelets is

wj�kt� � ��j��wN�
�jt� kT ���

and the signal can be represented as

yt� �
X
j

X
k

cj�kwj�kt��

Taking the Fourier transform of the summation terms and summing up over all scales
j give a time�frequency representation of yt� at time t � kT �

Y WT kT� �� �
X
j

cj�kFfwj�kt�g�
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Figure �� Time�frequency resolution for the STFT left� and WT right��

This� rather than ���� is how the wavelet transform as a function of frequency should
be computed�

Comparing ��� and ��� reveals the wellknown di�erence in time�frequency resolution
for the STFT and WT� illustrated in Figure �� For the STFT� the resolution is �xed and
depends only on the chosen analyzing window� For the WT� the frequency resolution is
worse for higher frequencies� where on the other hand the time resolution is better� Note
however that the resolutions in time and frequency cannot be chosen independently�
Heisenberg�s inequality implies a lower bound on the area of each rectangle in the
�gure in both cases�

One can interpret Figure � as an idealized contour plot of the time�frequency transform�
Then� the wavelet coe�cients correspond to the height of each rectangle� Since it is only
possible to have compact support in either time or frequency direction� the rectangles
cannot be as distinct as indicated��

It is now straightforward to de�ne quadratic representations with the interpretation of
time�frequency energy distributions� or instantaneous power spectrum as it is sometimes
refered to� The spectrogram �STFT t� �� is de�ned as

�STFT t� �� �
���Y STFT t� ��

���� �
In the same way� the scalogram is de�ned as

�WT t� �� �
���Y WT t� ��

���� �
where we used frequency rather than scale in the second argument�

There is a large family of quadratic time�frequency representations de�ned directly
rather than through a frequency transform� A quite general description is provided by
Cohen�s class�

�yt� �� �
Z
�

Z
�

Z
�
y� � ����y� � ����e�j��w�� ��e�j����t�d�d�d�
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Particular methods correspond to special choices of the window w�� ��� where the
perhaps most wellknown one is the Wigner distribution� A survey of these methods is
found in ����

We now turn our interest to parametric methods of spectral estimation�

� Parametric spectrum modeling

��� O��line modeling

Our starting point for parametric spectrum modeling is� as mentioned in Section �� to
describe the observed signal as the output of a linear system� i�e�

yt� � Hq� �et� ���

where the input et� is zero mean white noise with variance r�� This signal description
implies that the signal spectrum is given by

�y�� �j Hei�� � j� r� ���

and consequently the spectrum modeling problem is viewed as the problem of estimating
the coe�cients in the transfer operator Hq� �� We shall concentrate on AR�models�
which means

Hq� � �
�

Aq� �
���

where� as in ���
Aq� � � � � a�q

�� � � � �� anq
�n ���

We can then describe the output signal as a linear regression

yt� � �T t� � et� ���

where
�t� � �yt� �� � � �� yt� n��T ���

and
 � a� � � � an�

T ���

Given an estimate  N of the parameters� based on observations y��� � � � � yN�� and an
estimate  r� of the input noise variance the spectrum estimate is formed as

 �y��N� �j  HNe
i�� j�  r� ���

where
 HNe

i�� �
�

Aei��  N�
���

�



Here  N typically is the least squares estimate of the parameters in ���� i�e�

 N � argmin
�

NX
k��

yk�� �T k��� ���

A relevant question is now what we can say about the accuracy of the spectrum estimate�
One answer to this question is found by investigating the variance of the estimate of
the spectral factor Hei��� It can then be shown� see ��� and ����� that asymptotically
in n and N

E j Hei���  HNe
i�� j�� n

N
j Hei�� j� ���

The variance is hence inversely proportional to the number of data that has been used in
the parameter estimation� We can therefore consider N as a window width and equation
��� tells us that the accuracy of the spectrum estimate decreases as the window width
N decreases� This interpretation will be used further below�

��� Modeling variations in the �momentary spectrum�

Recall from Section � our de�nition of the 	momentary spectrum


�y�� t� �j Hte
i�� j� r� ���

where

Hte
i�� �

�

Atei��
���

Introducing
W �� � ei� � � � ein��T ���

we can express Ate
i�� as

Ate
i�� � W ���t� ���

Since we here study parametric methods for spectrum modeling it is natural that an
attempt to describe variations of the momentary spectrum begins by stating a model
for the parameter variation� We will therefore assume that the true parameters vary
according to

t� � t� �� � �t� ���

where �t�� which denotes the change in the parameter vector� is a vector of zero mean
white noise with covariance matrix

E��t��T t�� � R� ���

Equation ��� implies that the polynomial Ate
i�� varies according to

Ate
i�� � At��e

i�� � �Ate
i�� ���

�



Using equation ��� we obtain

�Ate
i�� � W ����t� ���

The average change per sample of the polynomial Ate
i�� can then be expressed as

E�j �Ate
i�� j�� � W ���R�W �� � n � rA�� ���

where rA�� is a scalar function� This means that the choice of R� has a frequency
domain interpretation as a measure of the variation of the polynomial Ate

i��� As an
illustration we consider a simple example�

Example� Assume that that R� is a Toeplitz matrix

R� �

�
BBBB�
r� r� � � � � �
r� r� r� � � � � �
� r� r� r� � � � � �
���

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
���

�
CCCCA ���

Equation ��� then gives

W ���R�W �� � n �
�
r� �

n� �

n
�r� cos��

�
���

i�e�

rA�� � r� �
n� �

n
�r� cos�� ���

or
rA�� � r� � �r� cos�� ���

for large values of n� This means that if r� is a positive number rA�� will be larger in
the low frequency range than in the high frequency range� We can also note that when
the dimension of R� in ��� increases the magnitude of W ���R�W ��� at a some �xed
frequency� increases with n� It is therefore natural to write this quantity as n � rA��
where rA�� describes the 	shape
 of the variation� �

Assuming the parameters to vary according to equation ��� also implies that the
transfer function Hte

i�� varies according to

Hte
i�� � Ht��e

i�� � �Hte
i�� ���

The relationship between the variation of Ht and At can be seen as follows� where we
for convenience skip the arguments�

�Ht � Ht �Ht�� �
�

At
� �

At��
�

�

At�� ��At
� �

At��
� ���

�
��At

At�� ��At�At���
� ��At

A�
t��

��



and this implies the approximate relationship

j �Hte
i�� j��j Ht��e

i�� j�j �Ate
i�� j� ���

The quantity of primary interest is of course the momentary spectrum �y�� t� which
will vary according to

�y�� t� � �y�� t� �� � ��y�� t� ���

Straightforward calculations give that

��y�� t� �j �Hte
i�� j� ��Re�Hte

i��Ht��e
i�� ���

The procedure for expressing the change in the momentary spectrum as a function of
the change in the parameter vector hence consists of three steps� i�e equations ���� ���
and ���� An alternate way to describe the change in �y�� t� is of course to express
it directly in terms of parameter changes� This approach will be utilized in Section �
below�

��	 Estimating time�varying spectra

Let us now consider the problem of estimating the parameters of the 	momentary spec�
trum
� This is of course a special case of the general problem of recursive identi�cation
or adaptive modeling of signals and system having time�varying character� General
presentations of this topic are found in e�g� ����� ���� and ���� For applications of these
methods to estimation of spectral properties we refer to� for example� ���� and ����

The estimation algorithms that we will consider can all be described by the following
common algorithm structure

 t� �  t� �� �Kt��t� ���

where
�t� � yt�� �T t� t� �� ���

and Kt� denotes a gain vector� The time�varying� spectrum estimate is then formed
as

 �y�� t� �j  Hte
i�� j�  r� ���

where
 Hte

i�� �
�

 Atei��
���

and
 Ate

i�� � W ��� t� ���

��



Having set up the algorithm structure the next step is to select a suitable gain vector
Kt�� Recall the linear regression

yt� � �T t�t� � et� ���

and the model of parameter variations

t� � t� �� � �t� ���

Equations ��� and ��� de�ne a dynamic system on state space form where t� is the
state vector� The parameter estimation problem can hence be seen as a state estimation
problem� where the optimal parameter estimate is given by the Kalman �lter� See for
example ����� The Kalman �lter applied to the system de�ned by ��� and ��� results
in the update equation ��� where

Kt� �
P t� ���t�

 r� � �T t�P t� ���t�
���

and

P t� � P t� ��� P t� ���t��T t�P t� ��

 r� � �T t�P t� ���t�
�  R� ���

The design variables  R� and  r� denote the assumed covariance matrix of the parameter
variations and the assumed input noise variance respectively� and a key issue when
applying the Kalman �lter algorithm is to assign suitable values to these variables�
From the discussion above we also know that the choice of  R� in the Kalman �lter
algorithm� equation ���� can be interpreted as an assumption on how the variation of
the polynomial Ate

i�� and also the momentary spectrum is distributed over frequency�

Another way of deriving an algorithm is to minimize the following weighted version of
the criterion ���

Vt� �
tX

k��

�t�kyk�� �T k��� ���

recursively� Such an operation results in the recursive least squares RLS� method� see
����� where the parameter estimate is updated according to ��� and the gain vector is

Kt� �
P t� ���t�

�� �T t�P t� ���t�
���

and

P t� �
�

�
�P t� ��� P t� ���t��T t�P t� ��

�� �T t�P t� ���t�
� ���

Here � denotes the so called forgetting factor� which is used to control the length of the
update step in the algorithm� and it is typically chosen in the interval ��� � � � ��

��



Finally� the third algorithm to be studied is the so called least mean squares LMS�
algorithm� See for example ���� for details� The LMS algorithm corresponds to choosing

Kt� � ��t� ���

where � is a positive scalar� Updating the parameter estimates according to ��� with
Kt� given by ��� corresponds to taking update steps in the approximate� gradient
direction of the criterion

V � � E��t� � ���

It should also be emphasized that the RLS and LMS algorithms can be interpreted as
special cases of the Kalman �lter algorithm with particular ad hoc choices of the matrix
 R�� This is discussed in ���� and will also be illustrated below�

��� Evaluating algorithm performance

Our aim is now to derive measures of the algorithm performance when applied to
signals having time�varying spectra� The performance of di�erent recursive parameter
estimation methods has of course been studied by several authors and there are many
publications available� See for example ���� and ��� for surveys� Our contribution here
is measures of the quality of the estimate of the spectrum �y�� t�� or rather of the
spectral factor Hte

i��� when the signal is modeled using parametric methods� We will
also show that the concepts of time� and frequency�resolution in nonparametric spectral
estimation have their interpretations also for parametric modeling methods�

Time invariant signal properties

For simplicity we will start by considering a time invariant problem� and analogously
to ��� we will use the quality measure

��� � E j Hei���  Hte
i�� j� ���

Here Hei�� denotes the spectral factor of the 	true
 time�invariant spectrum and
Hte

i�� is the estimate obtained by some of the adaptive estimation algorithms pre�
sented above� The quantity ��� hence measures how the average of� the model error
is distributed over frequency�

A rigorous treatment of equation ��� would result in complicated expression for the
model quality� Our approach is instead to make some simpli�cations and suitable
approximations in order to achieve simpler� but still useful� expressions� The approx�
imations involve the assumption that the adaptation is 	slow
� which means that  R�

��



and � are small and that � is close to one� and that the model order n is large� Using
these assumptions it can be shown� see ���� that for the RLS

��� � n

�
�� �� j Hei�� j� ���

Comparing this equations with equation ����

E j Hei���  HNe
i�� j�� n

N
j Hei�� j� ���

gives that the number ��� � �� can be interpreted as an equivalent data length or
	time�window
� Choosing � close to one hence corresponds to using a large set of data
in the parameter estimation and obtaining high accuracy low variance� in the spectrum
estimate�

A similar treatment of the LMS algorithm gives that for small ��� see ����

��� � n

�
��y�� j Hei�� j� ���

Comparing this expression with ��� yields the following expression for the 	equivalent
time�window


N�� �
�

�
� �

�y��
���

Running the LMS algorithm means that we use a data window with frequency depen�
dent width� In a region with high signal energy� i�e where �y�� is large� the window
is short� and this gives reduced accuracy� Equation ��� illustrates an important di�er�
ence compared to the RLS algorithm� For LMS the time�window depends on the signal
the algorithm is applied to while it for the RLS algorithm only depends on the design
variable�

Finally for the Kalman �lter the accuracy of the estimated model is approximately
given by� see ����

��� � n

�

q
�y�� �

s
 rA��

 r�
j Hei�� j� ���

and this implies that the equivalent time�window has width

N�� � � � �q
�y��

s
 r�

 rA��
���

where

 rA�� �
�

n
W ���  R�W �� ���

and
W �� � ei� � � � ein��T ���

��



Also for this algorithm the spectrum of the observed signal a�ects the window width
since N�� is inversely proportional to the square root of the signal spectrum� We
however also see that the design variable  R� can be given a frequency domain inter�
pretation� and this will give us a method to a�ect the width of the equivalent data
window�

We can now illustrate the statement that the RLS and LMS algorithms can be seen as
special cases of the Kalman �lter with ad hoc choices of  R� and  r�� We will do this by
showing that some particular choices of design variables in the Kalman �lter algorithm
result in the same expressions for the 	equivalent time�window
 as obtained for RLS
and LMS� Another way of verifying the statement is presented in ����� Let us start by
chosing

 R� � ��E��t��T t��  r� � � ���

Inserting  R� into ��� gives
 rA�� � ���y�� ���

when n becomes large�� Inserting this expression into ��� gives equation ���� i�e� the
window width of the LMS algorithm� We then consider the choice

 R� � �� ���E��t��T t����  r� � � ���

which for large n � yields

 rA�� �
�� ���

�y��
���

Inserted in ��� gives

N�� �
�

�� �
���

which we recognize from the RLS algorithm�

To summarize the presentation of adaptive spectrum modeling so far we have introduced
three di�erent algorithms and discussed the accuracy of the estimated spectrum in terms
of an 	equivalent window width
 when we model signals having time invariant spectra�
The model accuracy is given by

E j Hei���  Hte
i�� j�� n

N��
j Hei�� j� ���

with N�� given by ���� ��� and ���� When the variance of the spectrum estimate is
high in some frequency range� for example� when the AR�model has a resonance peak�
this means that it will be di�cult to determine the exact location and height of the
peak� Referring to the presentation of the wavelet transform in the previous section
this corresponds to having poor frequency resolution� On the other hand we know from
the wavelet discussion that poor frequency resolution also means good time resolution�
i�e� that we are able to detect changes in the spectrum rapidly� The question is then
how this trade o� can be described when working with parametric adaptive spectrum
modeling methods�

��



Time varying signal properties

Even though we are primarily interested in the estimate of �y�� t� we will for con�
venience evaluate the algorithm performance in terms of the mean square error of the
spectral factor estimate  Hte

i��� We will therefore represent the variation of the signal
character by the quantity rH�� given by

E j �Hte
i�� j�� nrH�� ���

and measure the algorithm performance by

��� � E j Hte
i���  Hte

i�� j� ���

where the spectral factor Hte
i�� now is time varying� Applying the same ideas as in

the time�invariant case it can be shown� see ���� that

��� � n

N��
� j Hei�� j� �N��

�
n � rH�� ���

where N�� is given by ���� ��� and ��� for the RLS� LMS and Kalman �lter algo�
rithm respectively�

Equation ��� illustrates the trade o� between variance and tracking ability in terms of
the 	time�window width
 N � While a large width is preferred for keeping the variance
down this gives a large tracking error� and vice versa� This is analogous to the time�
frequency resolution trade�o� in non�parametric spectrum modeling techniques� The
trade o� in the choice of window shape can be interpreted as the trade o� between
good time resolution and good frequency resolution� A wide data window reduces the
variance contribution to the mean square error while� on the other hand� the tracking
error contribution increases� This corresponds to having good frequency resolution
and poor time resolution� While we for both the RLS and LMS algorithm can a�ect
the window only by a scaling� we can for the Kalman �lter a�ect also the shape by
appropriate choice of  R�� The possibility to a�ect the time�frequency resolution by a
suitable choice of  R� will be further discussed in the next section�

� A frequency selective Kalman �lter

As have been argued previously in this paper� the frequency dependent time window
in the wavelet transform is intuitively very appealing� On the other hand� parametric
methods have found many practical applications where the wavelet transform cannot
be applied� Interpreting parametric methods as special choices of  R� in the Kalman
�lter� the problem here is to �nd a generically plausible choice of it�
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In this section we will try to combine the advantages of the wavelet transform and the
parametric methods� We will derive an expression for  R�t� which makes the Kalman
�lter frequency selective� in the way that high frequencies are tracked faster than low
frequencies�


�� Transforming spectral variations to �R�

Before the proposed algorithm is presented� we will give a lemma for how a model of
the spectral variation should be transformed to a suitable value of  R� in the Kalman
�lter�

This means that we assume how the quantity

E j ��y�� t� j�� ���� t� ���

is distributed over frequency and transform this variation back to parameter variations�
represented by  R��

Lemma ��� Suppose the spectral variations ���� t� are speci�ed independently at the
frequencies ��� ��� �n� The parameter variation  R� � E��T � of an AR�n� model is
then approximately for small j���� t�j given by

 R� � M�T
��t���

 R�M
��
��t��� ���

where

M��t��� � m��t������� � � � � m��t����n��

m� � r�
!W � �W T � �W � �W ��

j � �W �� j�
 R� � diag����� t�� ��� ���n� t��

and W �� de�ned in ��	��

Proof
 Using a �rst order Taylor expansion we can express the momentary spectrum as

�y�� t� � �y�� t� �� �mT
��t� ���

where m� is the gradient of �y with respect to the parameter vector � Writing

�y �
r�

� �W ��� �W T �
���

��



we get

m� �
d

d
�y � r�

!W � �W T � �W � �W ��

j � �W �� j� ���

Then recalling ���� i�e�

�y�� t� � �y�� t� �� � ��y�� t� ���

gives
��y�� t� � mT

��t� ���

and consequently
j ��y�� t� j�� mT

��t��
T t�m� ���

Thus� we have
���� t� � mT

�
 R�m� ���

Since independence is assumed� we obtain a diagonal matrix  R� given by

 R� � diag����� t�� � � � � ���n� t�� ���

By evaluating the vectorm� in these frequency points and using ��� we get the equation

 R� � MT
��t���

 R�M��t��� ���

where
M��t��� � m��t������� � � � � m��t����n�� ���

From equation ���� the corresponding parameter covariance matrix  R� in ��� follows�
�

The vector m� is of course a function of the true unknown parameters but a feasible
alternative is to evaluate m� in the current parameter estimate  t� ��� A generically
plausible choice of �� is given in the next subsection�


�� The proposed algorithm

There are two problems to solve before the algorithm can be applied�

� How to model the spectrum variation�

� How should a design parameter be introduced� corresponding to the forgetting
factor in RLS� the step size in LMS and the signal to noise ratio in the Kalman
�lter�
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On the �rst problem� we propose to use the same assumptions as in the wavelet trans�
form� That is� the spectral variations in the interval ����� ���� is half as fast as in the
interval ����� ��� and so on� This is done by picking out the center frequencies in each
interval� that is

�i �
��

�i
� i � �� �� ��� n�

and letting

���i� t� �
C

��i
�

We can summarize the choice of  R�t� as follows�

 R�t� � M�T
	��t���

 R�M
��
	��t���

���

 R� � Cdiag
�

��
�
�

��
� ���

�

��n
� ���

M	��t��� � m	��t���
��

��
�� ��� m	��t���

��

�n
�� ���

m	��t����� � r�
� real !WHei�"  t� ����

j Hei�"  t� ��� j� ���

The only parameters left to choose are the constant C in the spectral variation and
the measurement noise variance r�� They have the same e�ect on the �lter� One of
these may be used as the user knob to tune the trade�o� between time and frequency
resolution� Since the norm of  R�t� may vary very much� it has turned out from
simulations that it is very di�cult to tune the �lter in this way� A better choice is
to use

  R�t� � �
 R�t�

j  R�t�j
� ���

The in#uence of C and � is here eliminated� Now� � is easier interpreted as the signal
to noise ratio� and it has turned out to be as simple to tune as the counterpart in the
Kalman �lter with constant  R��

� Examples

In this section we will �rst illustrate the performance of the frequency selective Kalman
�lter on the simplest possible example and then try to analyse the result on a real
speech signal and compare it to other methods�
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Figure �� Pole con�guration of the three test signals before poles close to the unit
circle� and after the spectral change�

��� A simulated signal

The behavior of the frequency selective Kalman �lter in a very complex situation is hard
to illustrate� Simple test signals consisting of pure sinusoids are not suitable because of
known practical di�culties in estimating AR models with poles on the unit circle�

Instead� we start with the simplest possible example to focus on the principles� The test
signal is generated by a second order AR model� which is also the chosen model structure
in the �ltering� Hence� we here allow perfect modelling� The poles of the AR model is to
start with located close to the unit circle� and then suddenly moved towards the origin�
In this way� we can compare how the tracking ability of the frequency selective Kalman
�lter performs� compared to for instance RLS� by varying the resonance frequency�

The poles of the three tested models are shown in Figure �� The resonance frequencies
are ����� ���� and ������ which are the three highest center frequencies in the perfect
wavelet transform� The magnitude of the poles are changed at time ��� from ���� to
����� ��� simulations were performed for ��� data� and the mean parameter estimate
was computed� The �rst plot in Figure � shows the magnitude of the poles in the
estimated AR model� As seen� the step response is slower for lower frequencies� As
comparison� the second plot shows the same estimate for the RLS algorithm with forget�
ting factor ���� and the third plot shows the standard Kalman �lter with R� � �����I�
Here� there is no visible frequency dependence� We remark that the relative di�erence
in the convergence properties of the three methods depends on the tuning parameters�
and it is not interesting in this context where we investigate frequency dependences�
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Figure �� The magnitude of the poles for frequencies �� 
 �� 
 �
 estimated using the
frequency selective Kalman �lter� RLS and standard Kalman �lter� respectively�
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��� A speech signal

The purpose of this subsection is to compare parameteric and non�parametric methods
for spectral analysis and test the frequency selective Kalman �lter on a real example�
We will examine a speech signal where the letter s is pronounced like 	ess
� The signal
is shown in Figure �� First we have silence for about ���� samples� then the e�sound for
about ���� samples followed by the high�frequency dominated s�sound and then silence
again�

Figure � shows also the spectrogram computed using a hamming window of width ��
for three segments of the speech signal� corresponding to silence with some quanti�ed
measurement noise�� e� and s�sound� We note that the e�sound has two frequency peaks
at ��� and ��� rad$s� respectively� and the s�sound is dominated by the peak at � rad$s�

We will now examine how the aforementioned methods are able to �nd these spectral
peaks and what the time responses look like� We remark again that we will not try
to optimize the tuning parameters to get as good tracking performance as possible�
because that is another rather subjective matter� Instead� the design parameters in the
parametric methods will be tuned to get an approximate window size of ���� for the
lowest resonance peak for the e�sound� The three plots to the right in Figure � show
the result of

� RLS with forgetting factor �����

� the Kalman �lter with R� �
�
��
���� � I and R� � ��

� the frequency selective Kalman �lter with kR�k�R� � �����

The peak frequency is in the interval ����� ���� where the window size is increased a
factor �� compared to the highest frequencies� which explains the factor �$�� in the
Kalman �lter� As seen� this peak frequency is tracked almost identically by these three
methods� Note that the frequency selective Kalman �lter is faster than the standard
Kalman �lter to track the high frequency peaks�

The left column of plots in Figure � shows the non�parametric methods

� DFT with sliding rectangular window of width �����

� wavelet transform using a ���points approximation of the ideal high�pass �lter as
mother wavelet�

For the windowed DFT� the time�resolution is better compared to the parametric meth�
ods� On the other hand� the frequency resolution is poorer�
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Figure �� The speech signal of 	ess
 and time�invariant spectrograms of its three parts�

An interesting question is how to control the tracking ability in the wavelet transform�
The current plot is not fair to compare to the other methods� because of the very good
time resolution and poor frequency resolution� Obviously� the only parameter which
in#uences the tracking ability in the wavelet transform is the sampling period % at
least if we consider the mother wavelet as given� In the highest octave� ����� ��� the
time window width is approximately �� Thus� in the third octave containing the peak
frequency in the e�sound� the window width is �
 � �� To get the desired window width
of ����� we would have to increase the sample rate a factor ���&

	 Conclusions

In this contribution� we have focused on the time and frequency resolution of several
parametric methods for spectral estimation� with the terminology used in the non�
parametric context� In the parametric approach� we computed the spectrum from a
recursively estimated AR model� It was shown that the time windows % that is�
the e�ective number of samples used to compute the spectrum at a certain frequency
% for common adaptive methods as LMS� RLS and the Kalman �lter are inherently
frequency independent� The time resolution depends only on the design parameters
and the spectrum itself�

We have argued that the time resolution should increase with higher frequencies� similar
to the wavelet transform� The proposed method is based on the Kalman �lter� where the
state noise covariance matrix is adapted recursively� This frequency selective Kalman
�lter was compared to other approaches for a speech signal�
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Figure �� The speech signal and time�frequency representations� The left column con�
tains non�parametric methods using windowed DFT and wavelet transform� and the
right column parametric methods using RLS� Kalman �lter and the frequency selective
Kalman �lter�
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